FILMOGRAPHY

Compiled by Sarbari Sinha

1955

PATHER PANCHALI

1956

APARAJITO

1958

PARAS PATHOR

1959

APUR SANSAR

The posters of the films were designed by Satyajit Ray himself.
1976

BALA

33 minutes

Documentary on the Bharatanatyam dancer Balasaraswati produced by National Centre for the Performing Arts, Bombay, and Government of Tamil Nadu.

Script and commentary: Satyajit Ray

Music: Satyajit Ray

1977

SHATRANJ KE KHILARI

(The Chess Players), 125 minutes

Screenplay by Satyajit Ray, based on short story of the same title by Munshi Premchand.


Music: Satyajit Ray

Dance director: Birju Maharaj

English narration: Amitabh Bachchan


1978

JAI BABA FELUNATH

(The Elephant God), 112 minutes

Screenplay by Satyajit Ray, based on his own novel of the same title.

Music: Satyajit Ray


1980

HIRAK RAJAR DESHE

(The Kingdom of Diamonds), 118 minutes

Original screenplay by Satyajit Ray.

Music: Satyajit Ray

Cast (main characters): Soumitra Chattopadhyay, Rabi Ghosh, Utpal Dutt, Santosh Dutta, Soumitra Chattopadhyay.

PIKO

26 minutes

Screenplay by Satyajit Ray, based on his own short story ‘Pikur Diary’ (Diary of Piku).


1981

SADGATI

(Deliverance), 52 minutes

Produced by Doordarshan, Government of India, for television.

Screenplay by Satyajit Ray, based on short story of the same title by Munshi Premchand.


Music: Satyajit Ray

Cast: Om Puri, Smita Patil, Richa Mishra, Mohan Agashe, Gita Siddharth, Bhaialal Hedao.

1984

GHARE BAIRE

(The Home and the World), 140 minutes

Screenplay by Satyajit Ray, based on novel of the same title by Rabindranath Tagore.

Music: Satyajit Ray

Cast (main characters): Utpal Dutt, Mamata Shankar, Dipankar Dey, Bikram Bhattacharya, Dhritiman Chatterjee.

1987

SUKUMAR RAY

30 minutes

Documentary produced by Government of West Bengal.

Script: Satyajit Ray

Music: Satyajit Ray

Commentary: Soumitra Chattopadhyay

Cast: Soumitra Chattopadhyay, Utpal Dutt, Santosh Dutta, Tapen Chattopadhyay, Chiranjib, Bimal Deb, Nirmal Ghosh.

1989

GANASHATRU

(An Enemy of the People), 100 minutes

Screenplay by Satyajit Ray, based on Henrik Ibsen’s play An Enemy of the People.

Music: Satyajit Ray

Cast (main characters): Soumitra Chattopadhyay, Ruma Guha Thakurta, Mamata Shankar, Dhritiman Chatterji, Dipankar Dey, Subhendu Chatterjee.

1990

SAKHA PRASAKHA

(Branches of the Tree), 120 minutes

Original screenplay by Satyajit Ray.

Music: Satyajit Ray


1991

AGANTUK

(The Stranger), 120 minutes

Original screenplay by Satyajit Ray.

Music: Satyajit Ray

Cast (main characters): Utpal Dutt, Mamata Shankar, Dipankar Dey, Bikram Bhattacharya, Dhritiman Chatterjee.